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Abstract
This study focused on predicting hydrocarbon emissions that may lead to nuisance odour
complaints, specifically in Alberta’s Peace River Oil Sands areas. These emissions were
calculated from monthly gas production flow rates into the closest heavy-oil production systems
to the odour complaint locations. The distribution of odour complaint occurrences and their
distances (between receptor and source and the source’s nearest resident) were reviewed; and the
air dispersion of two odourants, n-butane and hydrogen sulphide, were modelled under three
distinct weather scenarios. The study found that operations managers could not employ the
developed research procedure to predict hydrocarbon nuisance odours from their production
systems; however, the results would assist in understanding the precursors that lead to
hydrocarbon nuisance odours from production systems.
Keywords: nuisance odours, odour complaints, odours management, hydrocarbon
emissions.
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Introduction
Hydrocarbon nuisance odours, and their associated governance, have evolved in both
frequency and complexity in Alberta, contributing to an emerging increase of the operational
risks of oil companies. Oil company’s operations managers yield a complex role when managing
such operational risks utilizing the prescribed traditional operating practices to address their
lawful operations. These operating practices no longer achieved the typical successful response,
and thus reported odour complaints continued to occur.
This chapter introduces Alberta's hydrocarbon nuisance odour problem and the research
study and its approach to predict hydrocarbon nuisance odours from production storage tanks
(tanks).
Examined Odour Problem
Alberta has demonstrated a hydrocarbon nuisance odour issue for many years. The
Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) has reported that odour complaints are increasing, as noted
over many years (2014a; 2014b; 2021a). In AER predecessors' reports, the leading complaint
type received between 1999 to 2013 was off-lease hydrocarbon odours emitting from numerous
oil and gas production systems (AER, 2021a; 2021b). This study considered all documented
odour complaints on file with the AER to determine the extent of the increasing odour complaint
problem in the province. At the same time, this study focused on the reported odour complaints
registered in the Peace River Oil Sands (PROS) areas—specifically the Three Creeks and Reno
oil sands (Three Creek and Reno) fields.
Alberta and the PROS areas’ hydrocarbon nuisance odour problem peaked in 2012.
Since 2004, the PROS areas have experienced a substantial increase in heavy-oil development
(AER, 2014a; Marx & Kapel Holden, 2013). This development led to increased operational
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activities and impacts that neighbouring public members perceive and deem unsatisfactory.
Since 2008, the AER has observed a rise in hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints (AER,
2014a; 2014b; 2021f) for the prescribed area. Escalating odour complaints led the AER to
conduct a public inquiry into the “increasing industry activity and continuing concerns from
residents in the Peace River area regarding odours and emissions from heavy-oil operations”
(AER, 2014a, p. 1).
Why was there a failure to incorporate an operational solution as the problem continued
to escalate after 2009? It seems that any resolution was more complex and extensive than any
single oil company could manage or address solely, given the cultural and social aspects of the
PROS areas.
The AER held a public inquiry in 2013 and 2014 for hydrocarbon emissions and odours
in the PROS areas—the first of its kind in Alberta (AER, 2014a). This inquiry marked a
departure from the traditional AER model of responding using their compliance assurance tools
(AER, 2010; AER, 2014b). It appears the AER implemented a “systems thinking” approach to
this public inquiry to analyze the odours and emissions issue. Transdisciplinary teams provided
comprehensive social and scientific views that assisted the inquiry panel and AER in examining
concerns raised in the public inquiry. Koch (2021) explained that “new patterns of thinking” are
needed to identify reasonable solutions to the uncertainty derived from ordered and complex
issues (p. 359-367). Therefore, old knowledge and paradigms would no longer lead to
sustainable results. The public, oil companies, and the AER evolved their approach in order to
find a sustainable solution(s) to these odour concerns (AER, 2014a; Plowman & Plowman, 2013;
Ramsay, 2013; Shell Canada Limited [Shell], 2013a;). Also, the AER’s “new patterns of
thinking” assisted them in focusing on individual approved activities (e.g., heavy-oil production
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systems) rather than extensive scale area assessments (e.g., field/gathering systems level). This
focus allowed the AER to locate where to intervene in the heavy-oil production system, thereby
significantly reducing odours.
The public inquiry panel concluded the oil company lacked the controls and operating
practices required to address the issue’s root causes (AER, 2014a), such as the preventative and
mitigative controls presented in the Clean Air Strategic Alliance (CASA) (2015). As well, the
AER demonstrated this claim when employing the pubic inquiry in the PROS areas.
Still, there had been a steady development of regulatory reform (e.g., new requirements)
and compliance assurance activities (e.g., audits and inspections). These developments promote
the reduction of venting, fugitive emissions (AER, 2021c) and methane performance
management (AER, 2021d).1 Methane gas is often the main constituent of the total emissions
vented, based on casing and fluid samples taken in PROS areas (Alberta Environment, 2010) and
Alberta (Anderson, Filewich, Lyster, & MacCormack, 2015). Therefore, an oil company’s
operations manager can expect methane reduction and compliance assurance activities to be
required or compulsory when producing and managing hydrocarbon.
Oil Company’s Risk Management Responses of the Odour Problem
Oil companies respond to complex situations in a fragmented way through their learning
process of a risk management framework (Smith, 2021; Suncor Energy Inc. [Suncor], 2016).
This framework established how an oil company would respond to a known risk, knowable risk
with analysis, and knowable risk with hindsight. A company’s response to risk is often about
applying a control(s) to manage the risk, as either preventative or mitigative, in advance of an

1

See s. See ss. 2, 8, and 10 of Directive 060: Upstream Petroleum Industry Flaring, Incinerating, and Venting
(April 2021).
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event manifesting. This desire to use controls in advance is not always possible with a risk that
is knowable through hindsight unless the risk event has materialized previously, and the
company had applied learnings from that materialized event.
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (2018) defined risk as “uncertainty”
of achieving an outcome through some cause (i.e., force or influence) where that impact
“deviates” from the purpose of a given activity (p. 1). This research examined oil companies'
applied risk management processes responding to hydrocarbon nuisance odours in an external
context related to “human behaviour and cultural factors” (p. v of the introduction). For
example, hydrocarbon nuisance odours have created significant concern for the general public
living near the heavy-oil energy developments east of the Town of Peace River (i.e., the PROS
areas (Bankes, 2014)). The United States Environmental Protection Agency (1992) explained
that a public member(s)’s concerns existed because “the public does not understand the
relationship between odor and risk and believes ‘if it smells, it must be bad’” (p. 1-1). This
relationship and resulting belief, whether real or perceived, escalated reported odour complaints
in the PROS areas to the AER. Oil companies have experienced increased social pressure to
control their development impacts, notably human health, environmental and reputational
impacts (AER, 2014a; Weber, 2016a; 2016b). These companies have responded with their
traditional operating practices, where they confirm safe, reliable operations lawfully permitted to
vent hydrocarbon emissions. However, the reporting of odour complaints did not cease, which
meant the impact from operations resulted in potential new or unrealized operational risks,
requiring adaptive management strategies from traditional operating practices.
Given the heavy-oil development opportunities in Alberta, these social pressures are not
going away and will continue to occur while oil companies’ develop these resources . Alberta
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has an abundance of oil sands reserves - “almost 165 billion barrels” (AER, 2018) - which
suggests future development of these resources is likely given the advancements in recovery
techniques (AER, 2018). With continuous heavy-oil and oil sands development near
communities and recreation areas, an increase in odour complaints should be expected (Odour
Management Working Group, 2013).
Oil companies often fragment or compartmentalize their risk management framework
around pivitol risk themes. For example, Suncor (2016) fragments its framework into inherent
risk consequence receptors (“receptors”), which are: health & safety, environmental, regulatory,
reputational, and financial (p. 32). These receptors provide Suncor with a framework for
examining a risk statement (i.e., risk description) in each receptor in order to identify the inherent
consequences and likelihood without applied controls. Suncor’s framework seeks to apply or
develop control(s) if the combination of the inherent risk levels (i.e., risk ranking) represents an
unacceptable risk.
As the oil company’s representative, the operations manager’s role would be to apply
company resources and risk control measures to achieve profitable and positive business results.
An operations manager will seek certainty within their role to lead safe, reliable operations,
which aids them in achieving sustainable development. In performing this role, they would
prioritize and manage many daily risks in the production of hydrocarbons. These risks can
potentially influence many areas, including worker health and safety, environmental protection,
regulatory compliance, reputational management, and financial impacts (Suncor, 2016).
The traditional engineering and administrative controls in place to manage operational
equipment within a production system may be insufficiently or ineffective in some cases when
addressing the odour impacts from permitted venting activities. The operations manager now
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requires contemporary controls to manage the extensive issues related to hydrocarbon nuisance
odours in Alberta, let alone in the PROS areas. For example, an operations manager could apply
technology to their production system by adding a vapour recovery unit to the tanks to collect
gas emissions. In the context of this study, an operations manager is required to manage odour
complaints (i.e., the uncertain outcome) generated by the lawful and permitted venting of
hydrocarbon emissions from production storage tanks.
When public members are impacted, the operations manager must respond to determine
whether their operations are compliant and lawful (AER, 2014b; CASA, 2015). Suppose the
controls to manage operational risk are either missing or inadequate, causing a risk trigging
event. In that case, an operations manager employs their incident management system to
respond to the operation incident (Suncor, 2015). Subsequently, to gain knowledge for future
incidents, the operations manager would deploy investigators to determine what happened and
why the incident occurred. These investigators would then identify the cause(s) and recommend
corrective actions to correct or address the operational issues in order to prevent the reoccurrence
(Suncor, 2015).
Now, what happens when a triggered operational risk affects a public member (e.g.,
nearby resident, camper, or trapper), causing a reputational consequence? How does the
operations manager respond to address the reputational effect? For example, odours have the
potential to negatively impact public members, government agencies, and an oil company’s
operations (AER, 2014a; Bokowa et al., 2021; RWDI Air Inc. [RWDI], 2005). An implied trust
between these parties forms a social agreement where an oil company’s operations are not
expected to unduly impact the public member’s quality of life (Van de Biezenbos, 2018). If a
failure to address these implied agreements correctly persists, the oil company increases their
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reputational risk to operations (Suncor, 2016; Weber, 2016a). However, it is unreasonable to
expect an oil company to consistently achieve this implicit expectation of public members
despite acting lawfully in its operations.
For example, using a similar but alternative public nuisance, Imperial Oil’s oil refinery
located in Sarnia, Ontario, experienced an “excessive” flaring event and grassfire caused by
operational issues in February 2017 (CBC News, 2017; MacDonald, Miron, & Mitchell, 2017).
Imperial Oil did not manage the issue to the satisfaction of the nearby residents regarding their
concerns about the flaring and grassfire. In this case, Imperial Oil gained reputational risk, and
their social license to operate was negatively impacted in the media, translating into future
operational risks in the nearby community.
The perceived inadequate response to the reputational impact correlated with the
increased regulatory scrutiny and potential regulatory reforms (e.g., AER [2014b] response
protocol to odour complaints). The public escalated their concerns to AER and the media as they
continued to experience nuisance odours furthering their belief that oil companies failed to solve
their grievances (AER, 2021f; Weber, 2016a; 2016b). CASA’s Health Task Group (2015) and
RWDI (2005) explained that this scenario is possible when operations managers do not recognize
and respond appropriately and accurately to community concerns regarding odours.
Increased regulatory scrutiny with accompanying regulatory implications has also
occurred in Alberta. As noted, the AER’s public inquiry into emissions and odours was a novel
approach to address the persistent odour problem in the province. This approach was novel in
the inquiry for emission and odours, given the steady increase of reported odour complaints since
the early 1990s.
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Reputational, regulatory and financial consequences have resulted from consistently
increasing odour complaints in Alberta and PROS areas. These risks in Alberta ensured the
investment of resources in addressing odour management issues from government agencies, nongovernment organizations, and industry participants (CASA, 2013; CASA, 2015) and likewise
beyond Alberta (Bokowa et al., 2021; Loriato, Salvador, Santos, Moreira, & Reis Jr. (2012), and
RWDI, 2005).
Lastly, CASA (2015) explained the requirements needed in order to manage odour
complaints, where they shared the following:


odour management requirements and compliance assurance;



odour perception, odour assessments and odour impacts;



odour complaints and complaint management;



odour prevention and mitigation controls and control effectiveness; and



odour impacts to operational certainty.

Some Developed Definitions
The following explanations support an operations manager when reviewing this study,
considering other literature materials, and comparing them to their operational activities.
1) A hydrocarbon nuisance odour is a mixture of hydrocarbon gases/vapours emitted
from produced fluids into the air that triggers a unique unpleasant smell resulting in
an adverse effect, inconvenience, or annoyance to a person or people.
In the literature, an odour is described as a compound of sufficient concentration, emitted
into the air through some change of physical state process (e.g., evaporation) that a person
detects via their olfactory system (American Industrial Hygiene Association [AIHA], 1989;
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Anderson et al., 2015; Brandt, 2009; Odour Assessment Task Group, 2015; British Standards
Institution, 2003; U.S. EPA, 1992).
2) A field/gathering system is a distinctive grouping of two or more production systems
in a given field.
3) A production system is an arrangement of buildings, structures, and equipment used
to recover, produce, handle, and process hydrocarbon-based resources, excluding
pipelines and wells.
4) A production storage tank (tank) is a container constructed of suitable metallic or
non-metallic materials that contain the stored produced fluids at atmospheric
conditions. A production system in this research study includes these tanks.
Goals and Objectives
This study’s first goal was to investigate whether an operation manager can predict
hydrocarbon nuisance using a system input variable as a proxy for a system output variable.
The second of the study’s goals was to assist an operation manager in gaining and
developing their understanding of risk management practices via managing potential emerging
risks of odour complaints from hydrocarbon odours. An air dispersion model was used to
illustrate how two odourants from hydrocarbon emissions could disperse and reach public
receptors downwind, thereby confirming the risk to operations managers.
Research Question
Can an operations manager use monthly measured gas volumetric production data as a
proxy for venting hydrocarbon emissions from a production system’s tank, in combination with
an air dispersion model, to predict the likelihood of odour complaints?

PREDICTING HYDROCARBON NUISANCE ODOURS
Scope of the Study
The scope of the study included the following selected items or aspects:


The study area is the Three Creeks and Reno fields in the PROS area.



All reported hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints in the Three Creeks and Reno
fields.



All heavy-oil production systems and wells in the Three Creeks and Reno field.



The calculated average daily flow rate in cubic meters per day (m3/d) from the
accumulated monthly production volume and hours were used as a proxy for
hydrocarbon emissions from a tank vent.



Two odourants were modelled using an air dispersion model.



The AER regulatory requirements during the public inquiry were used.

20
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Literature Review
The literature review was conducted to assist in predicting hydrocarbon nuisance odours
from tank emissions in the oil and gas industry.
Hydrocarbon Emissions in the Oil Industry
Hydrocarbon emissions and their management were found to be commonplace in the
literature for the oil and gas industry. Often the literature addressed or quantified the emission
rates with some source using direct or indirect measurement methods. Two repeating themes of
regulatory reform and emission factor improvement were identified from the review.
Regulatory reform was a focal area found in some research papers and engineering
articles in many different jurisdictions. In each case, new (or proposed) regulatory requirements
established the need to reduce hydrocarbon emissions from production systems (e.g., tanks
emissions). The researchers assessed in the reviewed studies sought approaches to comply with
the changed legislative requirements.
For some examples, Huglen and Vik (2001) outlined the regulation changes in Norway
with reducing hydrocarbon emissions, which resulted in oil and crude oil transportation
companies seeking ways to improve compliance with new reduction flow rates while loading and
unloading container ships, which are analogous to large tank systems. Huglen and Vik (2001)
studied the pollution abatement options and operating methods in order to reduce the impact
caused by the emissions while loading the storage tanks.
The regulator in Colorado proposed eliminating the exemption of oil storage from
emission reporting and permitting requirements, thereby expecting such sites to report emission
volumes. As part of this regulatory change, Smith and Wonstolen's (2003) study supported the
regulator by developing relevant emission factors from software models for field/gathering
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systems in the state. The result allowed oil companies in the state to apply the emission factors
using an annual tank throughput (i.e., volumetric production flow rates) in order to estimate the
emission from the production system.
In 2005, the same regulator in Colorado outlined additional regulatory reforms requiring
an aggressive reduction in hydrocarbon flash loss (i.e., emissions) from oil storage tanks across
the state. To address this regulatory reform, McKasle et al. (2008) studied equipment, their
arrangement and placement, along with abatement strategies in order to comply with the required
reduction in emissions. The results showed how implementing 3-phased separators, tank vapour
recovery units, and flare systems can achieve the required emissions reductions and even support
increased revenue in some cases.
In Alberta, the AER (2014a) explained that the regulatory framework did not manage the
hydrocarbon emissions and odour beyond its typical compliance assurance protocols discussed in
AER (2014b) and other subordinate legislation (Marx & Kapel Holden, 2013). Since 2014, the
AER has developed many reforms to the legislation for methane emission reduction (AER,
2021c), which has the added benefit of reducing odour emissions. Additionally, they
implemented performance metrics (AER, 2021d) to support the methane reduction requirements
in order to communicate the effectiveness of this new policy change in the oil and gas industry.
During the public inquiry, the AER’s regulatory requirements were an important factor to
consider for this study, which is addressed later in this literature review.
Emission factor improvement was identified as another focal area found in some research
papers and engineering articles. Researchers sought improvements for many reasons, often
related to their specific operations. In one case, Wu et al. (2013) wanted to develop their own
emission factors for their production system rather than using industry standards as “fugitive
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emissions of air pollution is conventionally estimated based on standard emission factors” (p.
335).
In another case, Choi (1993) sought to improve emission factors to reduce the high cost
and erratic results associated with direct measurement (e.g., gas meters) methods. Improving
emission factors allowed many oil companies to quantify emissions using indirect (e.g., gasliquid analysis) methods. It also allowed them to use emission factors specific to their operations
where standard emission factors may be conservative and overstate the actual site emission.
Choi (1993) found that their tank model was ideal for developing site-specific tank emission
factors using operating conditions. This finding was considered promising considering the noted
high costs associated with the direct emission measurement methods.
This research study considered Choi’s (1993) approach with its air dispersion model
using operating conditions in order to emulate the distances odourants travel.
The AER has fugitive emission management operating practices (AER, 2020), where oil
companies employ emission factors to decide when to repair small leaks in equipment; this was
similar to the Clearstone Engineering Ltd. (Clearstone) (2007; 2014; 2018) studies. Clearstone
established a fugitive management program with a continuous improvement mindset that was
expected to identify, track, and repair leaking equipment with specific types of production
systems.
Chakradhar (2007) investigated fugitive emission sources from petroleum storage tanks.
They studied the estimated flash loss from floating roof storage tanks in order to develop
emission factors. Their approach also estimated their emission factors using a tank model to
examine vapour losses of different stored products.
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This study considered tank emission factors important when developing the research
procedure, as these factors were used to validate the modelled flow rates and past odour and air
quality studies.
Hydrocarbon Nuisance Odours in the Oil and Gas Industry
In Alberta, a few studies were completed by regulators or oil companies to investigate the
impacts of hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints. Often, compliance assurance processes
governed the applied approach of these studies with a focus on process safety and environmental
protection (AER 2010; 2014b; Marx & Kapel Holden, 2013; Shell, 2013a; 2013b). In some
cases, alternative investigative and research methods were used to qualify and quantify the
impacts of nuisance odours (AER, 2014a; CASA, 2015). The following offer some of those
studies that went beyond compliance assurance mythologies.
Alberta Environment (2008) conducted an ambient air quality study in the Bonnyville
area. Similar to odour concerns in the PROS areas, the Alberta Environment (2008) study
collected many air quality samples over two periods, fall 2007 and spring 2008, in close
proximity to heavy-oil production systems. They sought to understand the hydrocarbon
concentration using many sample locations up and downwind of a nearby heavy-oil tank that
vented hydrocarbon emissions. The results were assessed against the Alberta Ambient Air
Quality Objectives (AAAQO), where the concentrations were lower than the AAAQO guideline.
The chemical compounds found in the AAAQO were developed to protect and manage
human and environmental health from air pollutants (Alberta Environment and Parks, 2019;
2022). Most odour concentrations, corresponding to its odour detection threshold concentration,
could be much lower then its AAAQO value (Alberta Environment and Parks, 2019; Nagata,
2003) which may have no direct health impacts but may still cause qualifty of life impacts (i.e.,
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nuisances). This research felt this nuisance odours impacts were worth considering, given their
potential impacts on oilfield operations.
This research study used the Alberta Environment (2008) study as a basis when
developing parts of the research procedure, specifically those parts associated with the
production fluids chemistry and as-expected design of the heavy-oil production systems in the
Bonnyville area.
Alberta Environment (2010) studied ambient air quality samples in the Three Creeks field
in 2010 after a number of reported odour complaints to the AER’s predecessor, the ERCB. The
study was developed to understand the concentration of dispersing hydrocarbon chemical
compounds into the community. Alberta Environment (2010) sought to assess the detected
chemical compounds to the AAAQO and the compounds' respective odour threshold. Alberta
Environment (2010) concluded that hydrocarbon chemical concentrations were elevated at the
affected site in the Three Creeks field by 20 to 40 times greater when compared to samples taken
from the background sites. However, these elevated findings did not exceed the AAAQO,
leading to no further action noted in the study. Also, Alberta Environment (2010) found that
light hydrocarbons (e.g., up to heptane, C7H16) were the main contributors in the collected air
quality samples, of which some produced an odour.
This research used the Alberta Environment (2010) study to develop parts of the research
procedure, specifically those associated with the odourant selection and sample constituents and
concentrations.
The Anderson et al. (2015) study was requested by AER (2014a) in their
recommendations to the regulatory agency regarding the public inquiry. The study examined
how the source rock oil and geological mechanisms affect the petroleum chemistry causing
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odourous compounds from the reservoir fluids produced by heavy-oil production systems in the
PROS areas and Alberta. In Anderson et al. (2015), odour concentrations were examined relative
to their petroleum chemistry and source rock; however, no correlation was identified between the
source rock and geological mechanisms in producing odourant compounds.
This research included Anderson et al. (2015) because of its scope with heavy-oil
production systems in the research area and odourous compounds. Anderson et al. (2015) was
referenced when selecting the two odourants modelled in the research procedure.
Chemistry Matters Inc. (CMI) (2013), Clearstone (2013), and RWDI (2013) were all
commissioned by Baytex Energy Inc in the Reno field. CMI (2013) sought to understand the
public health concerns and complaints caused by odour emissions by conducting an ambient air
quality study in the Reno field. Their research procedure was similar in design and approach to
the Alberta Environment (2008) study noted above. A compliance assurance assessment was
also conducted with the determined chemical concentration. CMI (2013) concluded that the
concentrations from the ambient air samples were within compliance with AAAQO guidelines.
In Clearstone’s (2013) study, the emissions sources and rates from Baytex Energy Inc.’s heavyoil production systems in the Reno field were used in conjunction with the odour assessment
conducted by RWDI (2013), who reviewed the operating conditions and regulatory requirements
in order to develop an air dispersion model to understand the odour concentrations downwind of
the heavy-oil production system in the Reno field.
This study considered howCMI (2013), Clearstone (2013), and RWDI (2013) developed
their research procedure. This study departed from the typical compliance assurance tactic found
in many of the studies noted above. However, this study sought to examine each study’s method
in order to incorporate them in the research procedure or analysis.
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The literature revealed that odour management was not a widespread concern for the oil
industry. At the same time, hydrocarbon emissions and their management appeared to be a
priority in many regulatory jurisdictions. When comparing many of the ambient air quality and
emission rate studies noted above, this study observed high quantities of methane gas in the
collected samples (Alberta Environment, 2008; 2010; Anderson et al., 2015; CMI, 2013). Any
reduction in methane emissions would also inform the reduction in odourous emissions
associated with the methane gas.
Heavy-oil Production System in the PROS Areas
This study focused on examining the entirety of a heavy-oil production system, which
was in contrast to the majority of previous research tactics employed. Many research papers and
engineering articles, concerning oil activities, centered on quantifying tanks and emission points
and their rates (Chakradhar 2007; Choi, 1993; Peavy & Braun, 1991; Soetjiptono et al., 1996).
In comparison, other articles fixated on using or developing emission factors related to
production system equipment, such as production tanks, glycol dehydrators, and wellhead
casings (Chakradhar 2007; McKasle, Fisher, Seary, & Rueter, 2008; Smith & Wonstolen, 2003).
Alternative research documents considered evaluating operating practice (Huglen & Vik, 2001;
Peavy & Braun, 1991, Smart, 2015; Soetjiptono et al., 1996), system monitoring (Smart, 2015),
tested equipment arrangements and placement (Huglen & Vik, 2001; McKasle et al., 2008), or
tested abatement equipment (Huglen & Vik, 2001; McKasle et al., 2008; Peavy & Braun, 1991)
to understand the individual parts of their system. This study selected to focus on the whole
system approach as the study employed the heavy-oil production system’s input variable as a
proxy for the output variable.
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Using a stock-and-flow diagram, this study developed Figure 1 to depict the as-expected
heavy-oil production system in the PROS areas (AER 2014a; Arnold & Stewart, 2007; Illerbrun,
2013, Marx & Kapel Holden, 2013; Meadows & Wright, 2008; Popoff, 2013; Tarapaski, 2009).
Figure 1. The as-expected heavy-oil production system in the PROS areas.
A Stocks and Flows Diagram of a As-expected Heavy-oil Production System
in the Peace River Oils Sands Areas

Wellhead(s)

Pumped Produced
Reservoir Fluids
(Flow)

Venting Emissions

Tank Heater
(Transforms)
Reservoir
(Stock)

Casing Gas
(Flow)

Unencumbered Vent
(Flow)
Production
Storage
Tank(s)
(Stock)
Trucked Out
Produced fluids
(Flow)

Figure 1 depicts both structural and functional information. The structural information
relates to the spatial configuration of the reservoir, production system, the equipment in the
production system, and downstream effects of fluids and gases. The functional information
relates to 1) how the produced fluids flow to the production system and 2) how the production
system flows produced fluids and gases to their downstream locations (Heiser & Tversky, 2002).
In Figure 1, the arrows share the flow direction of fluids and gases from the reservoir, production
system, equipment in the production system and downstream flows.
Alberta Regulatory Requirements for Permitted Venting Hydrocarbon Emissions
Oil companies must adhere to Alberta legislation and AER requirements when producing
and handling hydrocarbons at their production systems, including requirements associated with
hydrocarbon emissions during permitted routine venting. The AER (2014a) and the preceding
AER staff submission to the public inquiry provided many accounts of the applicable
requirements for emissions and odour management (AER, 2014a; Marx & Kapel Holden, 2013).
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Marx & Kapel Holden (2013) outlined the applicable emissions and odour requirements
related to the production system activities in the PROS areas and the province. The detailed
requirement were noted from Directive 060: Upstream Petroleum Industry Flaring, Incinerating,
and Venting (Directive 060) and summarized as the following:


Burn all nonconserved gas volumes if volumes and flow rates are sufficient to support
combustion (Section 8.1[2] on p. 73). Conserved gas refers to a volume of gas that is
collected for sale, operational use, or another purpose (Appendix 2, p.83); thus,
vented gas would not align with the definition of conserved gas.



Vented gas must not result in an unacceptable fire or explosion hazard” (Section
8.1[7] of p. 74).



Vented gas must not result in off-site exceedances of the Alberta Ambient Air Quality
Objectives (AAAQO) (Section 8.2[3], p. 75).

The AER noted that they expect a gas flow rate of 500 m3/d to support combustion and
that emissions from heavy-oil production systems were found to be less than 500 m3/d (Marx &
Kapel Holden, 2013). The AER (2014a) clearly stated that gas may only be vented where
volumes or flow rates are below 500 m3/d, and stable combustion is not possible (paragraph 182,
p. 44).
CASA and Their Emissions and Odour Management System
CASA (2015) developed the effective management of emissions and odours in Alberta
using the stakeholder involvement/engagement process. They developed a management system
approach through several multidisciplinary working groups. These working groups shared their
different perspectives and tactics in managing persistent odour complaints from emissions
generated from several industrial activities, including oil and gas. Various preventative and
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mitigation controls were documented and also provided by CASA (2015), which would eliminate
or reduce the likelihood of the occurrences of odour complaints. To assist further, CASA (2015)
outlined instructions to conduct odour assessments, track odour impacts, and handle odour
complaints in order to understand the odour management issues affecting a geographical area.
CASA (2015) implemented an additional reference manual to assist operations managers
in employing risk treatment plans, thus enhancing their current operating practices. These
enhancements promote an effective response to odour complaints above regulatory compliance.
The previous section reviewed the regulatory requirements associated with venting
hydrocarbon emission from tanks. As stated, various regulatory requirements are expected to be
followed by oil companies using their compliance assurance program.
CASA (2015) referred to developing community and neighbourhood relationships
between the public members and industrial developments as an essential activity to build
understanding between parties (i.e., a stakeholders relations program). They noted the
importance of having engaged and informed stakeholders, leading to “realistic” communitybased expectations (p. 24) where engaged members support monitoring and control assessments.
CASA (2015) expressed that this approach would afford the public members transparency in
handling their odour concerns by the oil company, thereby eliciting a positive response from the
public members.
This study used CASA (2015) when reviewing several submissions during the AER’s
public inquiry and other research studies. The CASA (2015) report was also used to probe and
sense the obtained results to analyze the findings.
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Odour Detection and Air Dispersion Modelling
This study continued its literature review to assist with the study’s second goal of
validating the risks from hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints. The literature for using air
dispersion models in the oil industry focused on two themes, 1) obtaining an energy approval and
2) maintaining compliance with regulated activities. The purpose of these two implemented
themes was to predict the downwind chemical concentration of pollutants at ground level (AER,
2021g; Alberta Environment and Parks, 2021).
Air dispersion models that examine odour concentrations were sought in order to guide
the development of the research procedure. Two specific studies were identified in the oil
industry. One study examined 28 chemical concentrations relative to the odour detection
threshold combined with air quality study and operating conditions in the Reno field (RWDI,
2013).
This study examined RWDI's (2013) study for modelling parameters given its
development in the Reno field. However, this study decided to implement scenarios in order to
determine the maximum extent each odourant would disperse downwind from the tank vent(s)
rather than determining the chemical concentration using odour units. For example, RWDI
(2013) used a nonsteady-state modelling rather than a steady-state used in this study.2 A steadystate research approach provided this research study with a worst-case scenario to model that
allowed for the maximum dimension and extent of the reach of the hydrocarbon plume given the
respective odour thresholds values.

2

Steady-state in engineering describes a theoretical limit when the characteristics of a dynamic system are no longer
changing, and its results become constant (Christopher Wells, personal communication, 2022). In this study, the
fixed rate of vented hydrocarbon emissions into the air became at a steady-state condition when the concentrations
of the odourant(s) at any location become unchanging with time even though the flow of the odourants continued.”
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The second study offered a different approach when studying/modelling odour
concentration downwind from a source location. Tagaris et al. (2003) evaluated a methodology
to estimate odour concentration from a landfill site. They modelled the dispersion of methane
gas as an odour index to represent an odourous compound, coupled with odour strength at
landfill locations, to understand how odour disperses over a landscape. Several air samples were
collected at various locations in the landfill (p. 630). From there, they estimated the methane
concentrations and evaluated the odour strength of the trace chemical species. They suggested
using this method on chemical species with a low atmospheric reaction rate, like hydrogen
sulphide, which can persist in the atmosphere for days before oxidizing. Chemical species that
persist in the atmosphere are unique to the model as they do not degrade during the
testing/modelling (p. 630). Tagaris et al. (2003) stated that “Hydrogen sulfide might indeed be
ranked as the most important odorous compound” (p. 630). Like Tagaris et al. (2003), this
research used two gases and their associated odour detection threshold concentrations to
determine the distance travelled from downwind of a tank.
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Methodology
This chapter describes the procedure developed for predicting hydrocarbon nuisance
odours from petroleum storage tank emissions.
The Defined Research Area
This study selected the Three Creeks and Reno fields in the PROS areas as the study area,
given the number of:


reported odour complaints (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016),



licenced heavy-oil production systems (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016); and



completed odour management and air quality studies in the region and within Alberta
(AER, 2014a; CASA, 2015; CMI, 2013; Alberta Environment, 2010).

Odour complaint locations and production systems are most often identified by their
surface location, using the Dominion Land Survey system (AER, 2017, 2021a; Alberta Land
Surveyors’ Association, 2019).
Figure 2 depicts the Three Creeks field, having a southeast corner boundary of legal
subdivision 01, section 24, township 083, range 17 west of 5th Meridian (i.e., 01-24-083W5M)
and a northwest corner boundary 13-31-085-19W5M. The Three Creeks field contains 7 1/2
townships, representing approximately 69,900 hectares (172,800 acres) of land.
The Reno field is depicted in Figure 3, having a southeast corner boundary at 01-01-07918W5M and extending to the northwest corner to 13-31-080-21W5M. This field is comprised of
eight full townships, representing approximately 74,600 hectares (184,300 acres).
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Figure 2. Simplified developed map of Three Creeks field in Alberta (shaded purple).

Figure 3. Simplified developed map of the Reno field in Alberta (shaded green).
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Data Sources and Attributes
This study used secondary data sources, representing data collected for another purpose,
that has unique and similar attributes, which allowed them to be linked together for further
analysis and consideration. The following are the secondary datasets used for this study:


Odour complaints dataset (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016);



Produced gas volumes dataset (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016);



Production systems dataset (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016);



Aerial photographs and satellite images (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016);



Legal survey reports (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016); and



Odour detection threshold concentrations (Anderson et al., 2015; Nagata, 2003).

AbaData™ and AbaData 2.0™ Digitial Mapping Software Systems
This study used AbaData™ and AbaData 2.0™ digital mapping software systems
(AbaData™ and AbaData 2.0™) to access each dataset in order to develop each data analysis
sheet (datasheet).
AbaData™ and AbaData 2.0™ are internet-based digital mapping software tools that use
geographic information systems (GIS) technology, sourcing data from official government
agencies and third-party vendors.
Both programs were examined as the searching capabilities differ slightly.
Reported Odour Complaints Dataset
AbaData™ (2016) depicted the reported complaint dataset, representing the received
odour complaints by the AER in the Three Creek and Reno fields from 2009 to May 29, 2016.
This dataset provided many data attributes such as date and odour complaint location.
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Production Systems Dataset
AbaData 2.0™ (2016) depicted the production system dataset, representing the AER
approved production systems in the Three Creek and Reno fields on or before May 29, 2016.
This dataset provided relevant data attributes such as the production system’s associated
producing wells and surface location.
Produced Gas Volumes Dataset
This study added calculated average daily production flow rates from the produced gas
volumes dataset from the closest producing production system to the odour complaint location.
This flow rate was added into the first datasheet discussed above. The calculated flow rate
presents the system’s input into the production system. This calculated flow rate was used as the
system’s output proxy to predict hydrocarbon nuisance odours from tank emissions and validate
the permitted venting regulatory requirements.
Aerial Photographs and Satellite Images
This study used aerial photographs and satellite images to make terrain observations
around the location of odour complaints and production systems to set the surface roughness
length3 parameter in the air dispersion model.
Surface roughness is important as terrain features add turbulence into the air, thereby
mixing the hydrocarbon plume as it disperses across the landscape (Phast™ help).

3

Surface roughness length represents “a model parameter used to account for the boundary layer interactions
between the ‘moving’ air mass and the ‘stationary’ land or water surface, and the transfer ‘shear’ energy [as physical
mixing] within the air mass” (Christopher Wells, personal communication, 2022).
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Legal Survey Reports
Legal survey reports were used to document the surveyed distances from the production
system’s location to the nearest dwellings.
Odour Threshold Concentration Dataset
Two odourants, n-butane and hydrogen sulphide, found at heavy-oil production systems
in the PROS areas were selected and modelled in this study (Alberta Environment, 2010;
Anderson et al., 2015; CMI, 2013). N-butane was selected as the first hydrocarbon with a known
odour threshold concentration (AIHA, 1989; Nagata, 2003), whereas hydrogen sulphide was
chosen to be modelled as it was the “stinkiest” compound in the PROS areas (Anderson et al.,
2015).
Phast™ Consequence Modelling Software System
Phast™ v8.11 consequence modelling software (Phast™) was used to model the
dispersion of the two noted odourants. Appendix A summarized the development instructions for
the modelled parameters that reflect the operating conditions of the as-expected heavy-oil
production system in the PROS areas (Figure 1).
Steps for Predicting Nuisance Odours and Risks
Predicting Odours and Risks
A quantitative research approach was adopted due to the availability of data which
included the following:


monthly measured gas volumetric production data as a proxy for venting hydrocarbon
emissions from a production system’s tank to predict the likelihood of odour
complaints, and
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air dispersion model to validate operational risks related to emissions reaching a
receptor.

The data collected allowed for comparative analysis of these distinct attributes to
alternative secondary data sources to determine if patterns of cause and effect are identified in
the dataset populations (O’Leary, 2014). Each specific data attribute was classified in order to
support descriptive analysis and future discussion of the distribution of the data.
The following steps outline the approach to predict hydrocarbon nuisance odours from
tank emissions.
Step 1: Obtain secondary datasets and develop datasheets
This study filtered odor complaints to create the first datasheet, Complaint—Master Data
Spreadsheet.
The Complaint—Master Data Spreadsheet captured the hydrocarbon nuisance odour
complaints registered with the AER in the Three Creeks and Reno fields from AbaData™ and
AbaData 2.0™ from 2009 to May 29, 2016. The instructions used to develop the dataset are
given in Appendix B.
The created Facilities & Wells Data spreadsheet captured every heavy-oil production
system in the Three Creeks and Reno fields before May 29, 2016. Appendix C sumarizes the
instructions used.
Step 2: Organize wells’ volumetric production reports
Using the well licence list captured in the Facilities & Wells data spreadsheet, the
volumetric production reports were downloaded from AbaData™ or AbaData 2.0™.
Appendix D describes the volumetric production reports.
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Step 3: Determine monthly measured volumetric gas production data for each
production system
For each well associated with a production system, several tasks were completed to
obtain the production volumes and hours in a given month with an associated nuisance odour
complaint using the three data spreadsheets from Steps 1 and 2.
Task 1 consisted of identifying the closest producing production system to the location of
each odour complaint event.
Task 2 required the confirmation of gas production using the production reports for each
well associated with the identified production system in Task 1. Task 2 identified all volumetric
gas production for each well associated with its production system in a production month relative
to the month the odour complaint was received. To be valid, each production system required
one producing well.
Task 3 required the identifying (red shading) of the associated production report’s gas
volumes and hours related to the odour complaint event in a specified month. A production
system derives its production volume from each of its producing wells. Each accumulated
monthly measured volumetric gas production was used to calculate the production sent to the
production system. Each well’s monthly production hours are part of the volumetric production
report.
Task 4 documented the following details from the task in the Facilities & Wells data
spreadsheet to support referencing between the developed datasheets:


odour complaint numbers for each production system,



complaint distance to the facility (i.e., production system) in kilometres, and



facility distance to the closest residence in kilometres.
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Step 4: Calculate a production system’s hydrocarbon emissions
Several tasks were required to calculate the average daily production rate for each
production system in a given month with an associated nuisance odour complaint.
Task 1 calculated the gas average flow rate from the following equation:
ℎ

=

( )
(ℎ )

Where,


Q = calculated gas average hourly flow rate (m3/hr) from the accumulated monthly
production volumes and hours.



V = accumulated monthly measured volumetric gas production volume from each
well associated with the production system.



T = accumulated monthly production hours from each well associated with the
production system.

Task 2 converted the average hourly production flow rate to an average daily flow rate
for the given month from the following equation:
=

( )
24ℎ
×
(ℎ )
1

Where,


Q = calculated average daily flow rate (m3/d) from the accumulated monthly
production volume and hours.



V = accumulated monthly measured volumetric gas production volume from each
well associated with the production system.



T = accumulated monthly production hours from each well associated with the
production system.
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Task 2 documented the calculated emission rate in the Complaint—Master Data
Spreadsheet (Appendix B) to support further analysis of each odour complaint.
Step 5: Conduct two air dispersion model runs using selected odour substances
Phast™ was employed to model the air dispersion effects of the two selected odourants.
Task 1 established the modelling parameters documented in Appendix A from the Three
Creeks and Reno fields within Phast™.
Task 2 ran the Phast™ model in the Three Creeks and Reno fields to validate the risk
associated with hydrocarbon emission dispersing downwind of a production system towards a
receptor.
Step 6: Descriptive analysis and compilation of results
This step captured the planned analysis to understand if an operations manager can use


monthly measured gas volumetric production data as a proxy for venting hydrocarbon
emissions from a production system’s tank to predict the likelihood of odour
complaints, and



air dispersion model to validate operational risks related to emissions reaching a
receptor.
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Results
Odour Complaint in Alberta and Three Creeks and Reno Fields
Alberta and the Three Creeks and Reno fields reported complaint datasets are presented
by year, month, and day of the week.
Odour Complaints by Year
The AER (or its predecessors) captured the annual hydrocarbon nuisance odour
complaints reported in Alberta and the Three Creeks and Reno fields. All of the odour
complaints received in the province from 1975 to 2020, are depicted in Figure 4. The Three
Creeks and Reno fields reported complaints were from 2009 to May 29, 2016, and displayed in
Figure 5.
Figure 4. Alberta’s annual hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints reported to the AER, 1975 to
2020 (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016; AER, 2021a)

The following are some observations regarding Figure 4:


Alberta experienced 12054 reported hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints from
1975 to 2020.



In 1993, reported odour complaints increased 2.25 times compared to 1992 numbers.
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After 2014, the reported odour complaint levels decreased significantly to about 1992
numbers after the AER’s public inquiry in 2013 and 2014.

Figure 5. The Three Creeks and Reno fields annually reported odour complaints to the AER,
from 2009 to May 29, 2016 (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016).

The following are some observations regarding Figure 5:


The Three Creek and Reno fields experienced 771 reported odour complaints.



Three Creeks field experienced approximately 94 % of the reported odour complaints
compared to the Reno field.



In 2010 the reported odour complaints represented 26.7 % of Alberta reported odours
complaints, while in 2012, this value increased to 41.7 %.



Between 2013-2015, the Three Creek fields experienced a decrease in reported odour
complaints while the Reno Field remained steady.
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Odour Complaints by Month
Figure 6 depicts the monthly distribution of hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints
reported in Alberta and the Three Creeks and Reno fields.
Figure 6. The monthly reported odour complaints to the AER in Alberta, Three Creeks and Reno
Fields, 2009 to May 29, 2016 (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016).

The following are some observations regarding Figure 6:
•

The colder months (October to March) in Alberta had 60 % of the reported odour
complaints. The Three Creeks field was observed with two peaks in March and
September, while Reno had three peaks in January, July, and December.

•

January represented 13.1 %, and May had 5.9 % of the total odour complaints in
Alberta.
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Odour Complaints by Day of the Week
Figure 7 displays the distribution of odour complaints reported to the AER by day of the
week in Alberta and the Three Creeks and Reno fields.
Figure 7 The weekly reported odour complaints to the AER in Alberta, Three Creeks and Reno
Fields, 2009 to May 29, 2016 (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016).

The following are some observations regarding Figure 7:
•

In Alberta, odour complaints typically occurred during the workweek (Monday to
Friday), representing a total probability of 83.7 % of the time for the week.

•

In Alberta, the workweek day frequently experienced double the number of odour
complaints on any given day compared to the weekend.

•

An irregular distribution was observed in the Three Creeks and Reno fields with the
reported odour complaints.
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Production Systems in the Three Creeks and Reno Fields
This section captured the distances between odour complaint location to its closest
producing production system, as well as the production system’s nearest surveyed receptor.
Figures 8 and 9 depict two distributions of distances. Figure 8 portrays the distributions
of distances to the nearest producing production system relative to its reported odour compliant
location in kilometres; Figure 9 displays the distribution of distances to the nearest receptor from
the production system.
Figure 8 Three Creeks and Reno fields’ distributions from each odour complaint location to the
closest producing production system (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016).

Figure 8 had the following observations about distances:


All locations (100 %) were within approximately 12 km from the complaint locations.



Approximately 90 % of the compliant locations were equal to or greater than 3 km.



In the Three Creeks and Reno fields, approximately 90 % of the locations were
observed to be greater than 3 km.
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In the Three Creeks field, approximately 95 % of the location were equal to or greater
than 3 km from the source of emissions. Approximately 90 % were associated with
four odour complaint locations: 05-18-085-19W5M, 12-16-085-19W5M,
01-07-084-19W5M, and 01-18-084-19W5M.



Approximately 93 % of complaint locations were less than 3 km in the Reno field.

Figure 9 Three Creeks and Reno fields’ distributions of the closest receptor from the producing
production system (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016).

Figure 9 had the following observations about distances:


Almost all (~99 %) of the production system locations were within 3.44 km of their
closest possible receptor in both fields.

Calculated Average Daily Gas Flow Rate
This section captured the results of the calculated average daily gas flow rates associated
with the closest producing production system to its odour complaint location, as depicted in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Three Creeks and Reno fields’ distribution of calculated average daily gas flow rate
for the closest producing production system to the reported odour complaint location
(AbaData™, 2016 May 29; AbaData 2.0™, 2016 May 29).

Figure 10 had the following observations about the calculated average daily gas flow
rates:


The flow rates ranged from 0 to 21,800 m3/d in both fields.



Approximately 6 % of the reported odour complaints had a calculated average daily
gas flow rate up to and including 500 m3/d.



Approximately 30 % of the reported odour complaints had a calculated average daily
gas flow rate up to and including 900 m3/d.



In the Three Creeks and Reno fields, approximately 96 % and 51 % of the gas flow
rates were greater than 500 m3/d, respectively.

Air Dispersion Model Runs for n-Butane and Hydrogen Sulphide
Figures 11 and 12 present the results from the air dispersion model runs. The Phast™
software produced several dispersion graphs depicting each odourants plumes’ respective
concentration contours downwind of the modelled tank and weather categories.
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Figures 11 a) and 12a) show the dispersion side view of each odourant’s concentration
contour for each noted weather category. These concentration contours represented the odour
threshold concentration of interest as the hydrocarbon vapour plume dispersed over the
landscape. These two dispersion graphs detail the modelled distances and heights the plume’s
concentration contours reached with the modelled steady-state scenario. Figures 11 b) and c) and
12 b) and c) depict the dispersion concentration contour footprint, using a bird’s-eye view
orientation in meters from the point source at a given height-of-interest of 1.796 m off the
ground. The noted height-of-interest was 1.796 m, where receptors detect and perceive the
odourant, which is the average height of Canadian males in 1980 (Roser, Appel & Richie, 2019).
Figures 11 b) and 12 b) show the modelled steady-state scenario, while Figures 11 c) and 12 c)
represent the achieved maximum footprint view after the odourant was exhausted in the
modelled atmospheric tank.
Each figure (11 and 12) was prearranged by its stated weather category, which had the
following meaning in the Phast™ model:
•

Phast™ calculated the mass flow rate of the vented mixture at 0.457 kg/s.

•

Each weather category for each graph depicted a concentration contour representing
each odourant’s odour threshold concentration.

•

Weather categories 1.5/F @ 1200 parts per million volume (ppmv) for n-butane and
1.5/F @ 0.00041 ppmv for hydrogen sulphide referred to a surface windspeed of 1.5m/s with an associated Pasquill stability class F. This air stability class was
associated with nighttime and moderate cloud cover conditions (Phast™ help).
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Weather category 1.5/D @ 1200 ppmv for n-butane and 1.5/D @ 0.00041 ppmv for
hydrogen sulphide. This Pasquill stability class was associated with slight daytime
solar radiation or nighttime and overcast cloud cover conditions (Phast™ help).

•

Weather category 5/D @ 1200 ppmv and 5/D @ 0.00041 ppmv for hydrogen
sulphide.

Figure 11. n-Butane odour threshold concentration contours from PROS areas’ tank dispersing
hydrocarbon emissions at 0.457 kg/s and 0.068 atmospheres (Nagata, 2003).
a) Dispersed side view of n-Butane odour threshold concentration contours

b) Dispersed footprint view of n-Butane odour threshold concentration contours

c) Dispersed maximum footprint view of n-Butane odour threshold concentration contours
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From Figure 11, the following observations were made regarding the modelled distances:
•

In Figures 11 a), b), and c), n-Butane odour threshold concentration was modelled the
farthest from the tank vent with the weather category of 1.5/F and odour threshold of
1200 ppmv at 57.3 m. This finding occurred during the steady-state flow regime and
after the odourant was exhausted in the tank.

•

In Figures 11 b) and c), n-Butane odour threshold concentration was modelled down
below the height-of-interest of 1.796 m with the weather category of 1.5/F and odour
threshold of 1200 ppmv. No other weather categories were modelled at or below the
height-of-interest.
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Figure 12. Hydrogen sulphide odour threshold concentration contours from PROS areas’ tank
dispersing hydrocarbon emissions at 0.457 kg/s and 0.068 atmospheres (Nagata, 2003).
a) Dispersed side view of Hydrogen sulphide odour threshold concentration contours

b) Dispersed footprint view of concentration contours

c) Dispersed maximum footprint view of concentration contours
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From Figure 12, the following observations were made regarding the modelled distances:
•

In Figures 12 a) and b), hydrogen sulphide odour threshold concentration was
modelled the farthest from the tank vent with the weather category of 1.5/F and odour
threshold of 0.00041 ppmv at 1006 m. This occurred during the steady-state flow
regime.

•

In Figure 12 c), hydrogen sulphide odour threshold concentration was modelled the
farthest from the tank vent with the weather category of 1.5/F and odour threshold of
0.00041 ppmv at 2980 m. This finding occurred after the steady-state flow regime
when the odourant was exhausted in the tank.

•

In Figures 12 b) and c), hydrogen sulphide odour threshold concentration was at the
height-of-interest of 1.796 m for all three weather categories.
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Discussions
The results discussed below assisted in determining if the research procedure could be
used as an approach to predict a hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaint(s) from tank emissions.
Odour Complaint in Alberta and Three Creeks and Reno Fields
As explained in the introduction, the AER and its predecessors have collected
hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints over many years (AER, 2021a). These temporal
datasets were analyzed to determine if they could support operations managers in predicting
hydrocarbon nuisance odour from tank emissions. Thus, this section captured the discussion for
the reported odour complaints in Alberta and Three Creeks and Reno fields by year, month, and
day of the week.
Odour Complaints by Year
Alberta observed a general increasing annual trend of odour complaints since the mid1970s, with a marked steep increase in 1993 and a general increasing trend continuing until 2014
(Figure 4). The cause of these odour complaints was hydrocarbon nuisance odours (AER,
2021a).
In the PROS area, specifically the Three Creeks and Reno fields, a different trend was
observed. Reported odour complaints began in 2009, ramping up in 2012 (Figure 5). These
odour complaints represented a significant portion (~42 %) of the reported odour complaints in
the province. The cause of these odour complaints was hydrocarbon nuisance odours from
heavy-oil production systems in the PROS areas (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016; AER,
2014a; 2021a; Marx & Kapel Holden, 2013).
Both Alberta and PROS experienced a decrease in the reported odour complaints starting
in 2015 and 2013, respectively. In 2015, Alberta returned to 1992 annual odour complaint levels
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after over 20 years at raised levels. At the same time, the PROS area observed an accelerated
decrease beginning in 2013. The cause of these decreased reported odour complaints could be
attributed to the intense scrutiny of hydrocarbon emissions and odours in the PROS areas. This
fierce scrutiny then caused a modification in approach, such as regulatory reforms and
technology (AER, 2014a; 2014b; Shell, 2013a; 2013b) that occurred in the province and the
PROS areas.
Odour Complaints by Month and Day of the Week
When graphed by month and day of the week (Figures 6 and 7), the Alberta datasets
depicted two predictive findings, whereas the Three Creeks and Reno fields dataset did not.
Alberta dataset had a noticeable pattern where reported odour complaints occurred more often in
colder months (October to March), representing approximately 60 % of the time for the studied
population. During the workweek (Monday to Friday), the reported odour complaint occurred
twice as often than any day during the weekend.
Sattler and Devanathan (2007) studied which atmospheric conditions produced the
greatest odour intensity4 leading to odour events. They found the colder temperature and stable
airflow led to less mixing of the studied odourant into the air. Their finding may explain why
odour events were found to be higher during the colder months. As for the weekend distribution,
a few possible causes may be the following:


The oil and gas industry could follow a Monday to Friday work schedule rather than a
7-day work schedule for non-operating vocations.

4

Odour intensity refers to a human perception of an odourants strength (Laliberte, 2017) that is sometime related
with the found concentration of an odourant above its odour detection concentration threshold (Anderson et al.,
2015; Sattler and Devanathan, 2007).
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The nearby receptors are not in the vicinity of the heavy-oil production systems
during the weekend (e.g., residents are away from the residence during the weekend
or local businesses are closed with fewer receptors).

No immediate cause was identified by this study for why the found distribution of
reported odour complaints in the Three Creeks and Reno fields occurred. Perhaps the reason was
related to one or more limitations and delimitations reported in this study, such as other
industries and oil and gas activities (Figures 13 and 14).
Operation managers could use the Alberta dataset to assist them in predicting
hydrocarbon nuisance odour from tank emissions during the colder months and the specified
days of the week. However, the Three Creeks and Reno fields do not offer a practical pattern to
support an operations manager in predicting hydrocarbon nuisance odour from tank emissions.
Production Systems in the Three Creeks and Reno Fields
Hydrocarbon emission plumes (and their odourants) disperse in air currents over terrain
features downwind from their source(s) (Nabais, 2006). The distances that odourants travelled
were considered an essential variable in this study for predicting hydrocarbon nuisance odour
from tank emissions. The farther the detectable odourant travelled, the greater chance the
odourant was detected by receptor(s), thereby illustrating the triggered risk.
This study assessed their spatial data, like the significance of the temporal information for
odour complaints in the Three Creeks and Reno fields. This study sought to understand how far
apart each 1) complaint location was to its nearest producing heavy-oil production system
(Figure 8), and 2) producing heavy-oil production system was to its closest surveyed residents or
dwelling (Figure 19). Thus, this section captured both noted distances as this study sought to
understand how far emissions dispersed from their source.
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The obtained modelled distances established the effective range of the studied odourants.
This section captured the discussion of the distances from the two noted perspectives, while the
distance discussion continued in the air dispersion modelling section below.
The vast majority (~94 %) of odour complaint locations originated in the Three Creeks
field in this study; approximately 90 % of these complaints were located farther than 3 km away
from its source. In contrast, approximately 93 % of the odour complaint locations in the Reno
field were observed to be less than 3 km away from their respective heavy-oil production system.
In the Three Creeks field, approximately 95 % of its complaint locations were observed
from four distinct locations: 05-18-085-19W5M, 12-16-085-19W5M, 01-07-084-19W5M, and
01-18-084-19W5M. Also, around these four odour complaints locations, other odour complaints
locations were identified when viewing the GIS in Abadata™ and Abadata 2.0™, which were
included in the study. These nearby but separate complaint locations were referred to as
groupings or clusters of reported odour complaints.
These clusters of odour complaints were located close to highways and county roads,
natural gas co-op pipelines, artificial farm dugouts, and oilfield waste management facilities
(only 05-18-085-19W5M and 12-16-085-19W5M) (Figure 13). This study made geographical
observations to identify possible causes (i.e., possible hydrocarbon nuisance emission sources)
located near these observed groupings. These noted causes are not exhaustive; therefore, a future
study was suggested to examine the other alternative causes of these groupings of odour
complaints locations.
This study found that the receptors closest to the identified producing heavy-oil
production systems had a distance range approximately 30 % smaller (Figure 9) than the range
associated with the odour complaint location (Figure 8). This smaller range meant that some
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possible closer receptors did not report an odour complaint(s) to the AER if hydrocarbon
emissions had impacted them.
Alternatively, the hydrocarbon emissions did not reach and thus impact the closer
receptors. This alternative suggests a separate source of hydrocarbon vapours affected the
studied odour complaint locations rather than the identified production systems.
Calculated Average Daily Gas Flow Rate
The calculated average daily gas flow rate was another essential variable in this study for
predicting hydrocarbon nuisance odour from tank emissions. This study calculated this variable
using the monthly measured volumetric gas production and production hours for each producing
well into each identified nearest producing heavy-oil productions system to the complaint
location.
As discussed in the literature review, the as-expected heavy-oil production system (Figure
1) was to have a daily gas flow rate of less than 500 m3/d and definitely no more than 900 m3/d,
thereby demonstrating its compliance to regulatory requirements (i.e., compliance with venting
requirements).
The study found that approximately 94 % of the calculated daily gas flow rates were
equal to or greater than 500 m3/d and about 70 % of gas flow rates were equal to or greater than
900 m3/d (Figure 10). Given the as-expected production systems, this study did not expect to
find the volumes of gas flow rates above 500 m3/d. These found gas flow rates above 500 m3/d
were significant as the studied production system had to be different in structural and functional
aspects from the as-expected production system (Figure 1). Thus, ~ 6 % of the gas flow rate data
aligned with the expectations of the research procedure.
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With these found flow rated above 500 m3/d, the AER’s regulatory requirements5 for
excess venting state:
8.1(2) A licensee…must burn all non-conserved volumes of gas if volumes and
flow rates are sufficient to support stable combustion.
8.1(7) Vented gas must not constitute an unacceptable fire or explosion hazard…
8.2(4) Venting must not result in exceedances of the AAAQO outside the lease
boundary.

It could be proposed that 90 % of production systems were non-compliant with
regulatory venting and flaring requirements; however, the AER found little non-compliance
matters past 2010 in the Three Creeks and Reno fields (Marx and Kapel Holden, 2013).
In light of the above, the calculated average daily gas flow rate could not be used to
predict hydrocarbon nuisance odour from tank emissions, given the as-found production systems.
Air Dispersion Models of n-Butane and Hydrogen Sulphide
This study sought to model the distance that two odourants dispersed downwind from a
PROS area heavy-oil production system’s tank vent. The modelled distances (Figures 11 and 12)
were reviewed against the found distances discussed above (Figures 8 and 9). These
comparisons assisted in validating the likelihood of the hydrocarbon odours reaching receptors in
the Three Creeks and Reno fields.
This study found that the further modelled distance for n-butane at its odour threshold
concentration occurred at 57 m with the weather category of 1.5/F during the steady-state flow
regime. Hydrogen sulphide migrated farther with its odour threshold concentration of 2980 m
with the weather category of 1.5/F after exhausting the fluids in the tank (i.e., after the steady-

5

See ss. 8.1(2)(7) and 8.2(4) of Directive 060: Upstream Petroleum Industry Flaring, Incinerating, and Venting
(April 2014 version)
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state flow regime). During the steady-state flow regime, hydrogen sulphide’s farthest odour
concentration contour was modelled at 1006 m with a weather category of 1.5/F.
This finding meant that hydrogen sulphide could be detected intermittently beyond the
concentration contour for 1.5/F up to 3 km during the steady-state flow regime. N-Butane did
not have the same effect after exhausting all of the fluids in the tank.
In Figures 8 and 9, most distances were beyond 3 km in the Three Creeks field, while the
Reno field distances were within 3 km when compared to these modelled distances.
The study’s findings appear to suggest that the emissions from the heavy-oil production
system did not cause the odour complaints in the Three Creek field and did cause them in the
Reno field. However, such a claim would need further modelling of additional possible
hydrocarbons species found in the PROS area, which were documented in Anderson et al.
(2015). Further modelling of other chemical species would provide more definitive results than
the two selected odourants.
In light of the above, the modelled distance could be used to predict hydrocarbon
nuisance odour from tank emissions. However, an operations manager would want to expand the
model to reflect their operating practices and the chemical species of the hydrocarbon vapours.
Limitations and Delimitations with the Study
The study’s limitations are defined as “conditions or design characteristics that may
impact the generalizability and utility of the findings.” At the same time, the delimitations are
explained as “a study’s boundaries or how conscious exclusions and inclusions deliberately
narrowed your study” (O’Leary, 2014, p. 1985). This research study has several limitations that
can affect the generalizability and utility of the findings. Several delimitations also exist that
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establish conscious inclusions and exclusions within the study. This research study conveys
these limitations and delimitations using a source-pathway-receptor format.
Limitations and Delimitations with the Source
In this study, the producing heavy-oil production system was considered the source of the
hydrocarbon emissions. The following were the identified limitations and delimitations
considered in this study.


Due to similar structural and functional information, the producing heavy-oil
production system is the studied production system (Figure 1).



Oil companies complied with all hydrocarbon regulatory venting requirements.



The tank is the only source of permitted hydrocarbon emissions, with no fugitive
emissions permitted. In reality, a production system may experience fugitive
emissions, leading to an odour complaint and a false positive result not accounted for
in this study.



The calculated daily gas flow rate is the tank’s emission rate, reflecting the actual gas
flow rate experienced by the production system. This calculated flow rate fails to
reflect the actual dynamic flow rate experienced by a production system, as the
system will vary between minimum, typical, and maximum flow rates. The actual
gas flow will cause the tank’s emissions to experience puffing and lugging gas flow,
affecting the intensity of the emissions over time. These dynamic effects cause the
maximum dimension and extent of the hydrocarbon plume and the concentration
contours to vary.



The produced gas volumes at the production system’s inlet will represent the gas
volumes leaving the system’s outlet—the tank(s). A production system can consume
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some produced gas in its operation and may also lose some produced gas to leaking
equipment (e.g., fugitive emissions with a pipe connection). Any consumption or loss
of gas volumes affects the amount of gas emitted from the tank(s), which reduces the
accuracy and precision of the study’s findings and the dimension and extent of the
plume’s concentration contours.


More than one production system may produce hydrocarbon emissions that impact a
receptor(s) (Figure14).



Alternative oil and gas facility activities (e.g., tanks farms, pipelines, rail
loading/unloading racks, thermal in-situ facilities, asphalt plant, and oilfield waste
management facilities) could elicit hydrocarbon emissions that may impact a receptor.



A transitory vehicle (e.g., rail car or tanker truck) moving through an area could
generate offensive odours similar to a production system (Figure 13 a).



Only heavy-oil production systems are included, not alternative oil and gas activities
(e.g., tanks farms, pipelines and rail loading racks, thermal in-situ facilities, and
oilfield waste management facilities).



Other industries could emit offensive odours similar to a production system (Figure
13 b), leading to the misidentification of the source.



A natural source could generate offensive odours similar to a production system. For
example, cattle water dugouts can sometimes produce hydrogen sulphide gas
emissions (Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, 2015).



A simplified tank mixture was used in the Phast™ model to promote a conservative
(i.e., worst-case) scenario (Appendix A). The actual heavy-oil tank mixture would
affect the PROS areas differently by developing a smaller hydrocarbon plume.
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This study examined the gas flow rate of the production system associated with a
reported odour complaint. If the same production system had no odour complaints
reported to the AER in a given month, then the study did not consider the gas flow
rate for that month.

Figure 13. Odourous emissions disperse from transitory vehicles, other industries, and farms
and livestock operations, affecting receptors downwind Direction.
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Limitations and Delimitations with the Pathway
The pathway is the area between the source and receptor, where hydrocarbon emissions
mix and disperse in the air over the terrain. The pathway’s limitations and delimitations are
associated with the impacts of the air dispersion model.


Default metrological parameters were used.
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A best-fit terrain parameter was determined and used in the Phast™ v811 rather than
the default terrain parameters.

Figure 14. Field/gathering system emissions contribute to the intensity, frequency, and duration
of hydrocarbon nuisance odour events by surface wind speed and atmospheric stability.
Field/Gathering System SPR Diagrams
(Vented hydrocarbon emissions dispersed and mixed in the air over land terrain towards a receptor)
a) The hydrocarbon emissions are dispersed by the wind and parallel through the field/
gathering system towards a receptor.

b) The hydrocarbon emissions dispersed by wind and perpendicular, or by some angle to,
through the field/gathering system towards a receptor.
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Limitations and Delimitations with the Receptor
The receptor is a person that senses a hydrocarbon nuisance odour in the PROS areas and
then reports that experience to the AER. The receptor’s limitations and delimitations were
documented below in order to acknowledge the complexities associated with a human experience
of odour perception.


A person’s sense of smell (olfaction) and smell preferences are unique to the
individual (AIHA, 1989), suggesting that an adverse effect may apply only to select
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individuals. Not all odour complaints are actual nuisances; not all odour complaints
illicit adverse effects (U.S. EPA, 1992, p. 1-1).


Each reported odour complaint represented a person experiencing a hydrocarbon
nuisance odour, whether true or not.



All reported odour complaints to the AER represented the complete population of
odour complaints; however, it is reasonable to assume that not all hydrocarbon
nuisance odour experiences were reported.



Two odourants were studied rather than completing a whole air assessment. An
individual would complete a full air assessment when they experienced a
hydrocarbon nuisance odour.



The Abadata™ and Abadata 2.0™ potentially introduced a spatial displacement by
placing the odour complaint location at the center of the legal subdivision. This
spatial displacement impacts the distances by +/- 0.1 to 0.28 km.
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Conclusions
Summary of Objectives and Implications
This study intended to predict hydrocarbon nuisance odours from tank emissions and
subsequenctly assist operations managers in applying the study’s findings and approach.
The primary conclusion from the study is that operations managers would be unable to
predict hydrocarbon nuisance odours from tank emissions using the as-found heavy-oil
production system’s input as a system’s output. However, an operations manager could apply
this study’s findings to assist them in managing reputational risks in order to prevent or mitigate
operational risks in their current and future oil and gas developments related to odour
complaints.
The heavy-oil production systems in the PROS areas manage complex reservoir fluids,
which causes variations in hydrocarbon emissions experienced at the tank. Thus, calculating the
average daily gas flow rates from monthly volumetric data normalizes the variations in
hydrocarbon emissions in a production system. The variations may explain the abundance of
hydrocarbon nuisance odour complaints in the Three Creeks and Reno fields.
The air dispersion model assisted in validating the risks for operations managers, as
hydrocarbon emissions dispersed downwind of heavy-oil production systems in the PROS areas.
These modelled distances illustrated how odourant emissions could potentially reach a public
receptor, resulting in a learned potential to improve responses and predictive planning by
operations managers. The demonstrated learning using a air dispersion model risk management
tool also showed the application of whole systems thinking when applying risk management
practices to validate risk in order to learn and manage those risks effectively.
The following are additional ways the study’s learnings could be applied:
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1) Operations managers could implement the research procedure in the future, where the
following structural and functional aspects of the heavy-oil production system occur:


a single well producing into a production system; or multi-well system that meets
daily flow rate restrictions;



process piping from wellhead to tank;



a measured daily gas production flow rate less than 500-m3/d;



no preventative or mitigative controls equipment for controlling odours of tank
emissions;



permitted routine tank venting from the production storage tank;



the vented hydrocarbon emission would not support combustion;



no heating of tank fluids;



casing gas used to fuel pumping system engine allowed, and



compliant with venting and measurement requirements.

2) An operations manager should apply this study to any new single well crude oil or
heavy-oil production systems to identify and manage applicable risks during the development
process. The assessment would occur during the project planning/development phase prior to
project’s sanctioning. The operations manager would need to meet the study’s parameters and
the bulleted list above to assess the risk receptors for acceptability. In addition to the above, an
operations manager should consider incorporating the following with the company’s new
developments:


Determine the distances to the nearby residents and the surrounding terrain to support
air dispersion model inputs,
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Determine the operating approach for the production system to support air dispersion
model inputs.



Obtain the reservoir fluid analysis and delivery rate (e.g., nodal analysis) in order to
size the production system properly (Arnold & Stewart, 2007).



Determine the future development plan for the field/gathering system(s) to discern if
the potential impacts from the limitations and delimitations exist.

3) Operations managers could apply the study parameters for persistent nuisance odour
concerns in an area for their “bad actor” production systems, provided the structural and
functional aspects of the identified production system(s) meet the expectations noted above. In
addition, an operations manager could apply a systems thinking approach to persistent nuisance
odour concerns to identify why their traditional response methods do not provide sustainable
results.
This study found that systems thinking coupled with robust risk management practices
provided insight into the PROS areas' production systems and odour complaints. It recommends
that the operations manager apply these approaches whenever seeking sustainable outcomes to
problems that persist or reoccur in their operations.
Needed Future Work in the Field of Emissions and Odour Management
Additional research is needed in the field of odour management, in the oil and gas
industry, to further reduce the impacts to the quality of life on residents and public members.
The following list provides some subsequent research considerations:
1) Study the effectiveness of AER’s and other energy regulatory bodies’ methane
reduction efforts as they relate to reported odour complaints from hydrocarbon emissions. Such
a study would seek to validate or disprove the claim made regarding the paradigm shift in
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reported odour complaints related to the regulatory reforms implemented by the AER/regulatory
agency. The suggested research question could be: What kind of methane reduction programs
could improve an operations manager operational risks, both increased benefits and decreased
threats?
2) Repeat this study and make various procedural changes related to new production
reports, including field/gathering system impact on odour complaints and updating two
additional odourants to the model. Production systems submit detailed monthly production
reports using their associated reporting facility identification code(s), which detail processing
volumes rather than just the well’s monthly measured volumetric gas production reports, such as
flaring and venting volumes. Also, a consideration of how the field/gathering system affects
emission should be added to the procedure. Such a study should continue with the procedural
modelling component of all production systems in the field/gathering system. However, an
odourant change should be made to n-pentane, with an odour threshold concentration of 1.4
ppmv (Nagata, 2003), or 1, 4-diethylbenzene, with an odour threshold concentration of 0.00039
ppmv (Nagata, 2003). These odourants were found in Anderson et al. (2015), which were
several hundreds of times more concentrated in the casing gas samples than their odour
thresholds. These procedural changes would validate Alberta’s “stinkyest” hydrocarbons with
low and ultra-low odour thresholds concentration and the different boundary extents for each
concentration contour and associated weather category than those found with n-butane. The
research question for such a study could be: What kind of facility’s monthly measured
volumetric production data could be used for venting hydrocarbon emissions from production
systems’ tanks in a field/gathering system to predict the likelihood of odour complaints?
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3) Study different potential causes and influences of nuisance odours occurrences related
to the four odour complaints locations and cluster of odour complaints in the Three Creeks field.
Such a study could employ mixed methodologies by exploring and documenting the ordered and
complex systems influencing the interactions between public members and oil companies with
their associated developments and operating practices. The research question for such a study
could be: What are the dominant feedback loops and their associated leverage points after
examining the as-found ordered and complex system domains that influence public members'
interactions to oil companies’ developments?
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Appendix A – The Phast™ Consequence Modelling Parameters
This study employed the Phast™ consequence modelling software to model the air dispersion effects of two odourants. A
future researcher can develop their own model using the Phast™ consequence modelling parameters using information found in
Figure A1 and Table A1.
The model applied parameters were based on conservative (i.e., cautious) dispersion modelling practices and actual operating
conditions from the Three Creeks and Reno fields. The employed conservative dispersion modelling practices were associated with
surface wind speed, air stability, steady-state operating conditions, standard petroleum storage tank size, standard tank vent size, and
the tank’s internal pressure. The operating conditions applied from the Three Creeks and Reno fields were tank temperature, best-fit
surface roughness, and two known odourants for the two fields.
This study selected a pressure vessel to model an atmospheric storage tank. In Phast™, an atmospheric storage tank cannot
have an internal pressure attributed to it, whereas a pressure vessel can hold internal pressure. In reality, a tank does experience
pressure, typically from the head of the produced fluids acting on the tank and flash loss from stored hydrocarbons. However, other
forces at play in the tank cause a slight increase in internal pressure. The type of situation would therefore be better presented as a
pressure vessel in Phast™. Selecting an atmospheric tank would not achieve the desirous model effect of the emission leaving the
production storage tank.
Phast™’s multi-level inverse-tree structure provided layers to develop the model progressively to represent the heavy-oil
production system in the PROS areas. These layers allowed the model to focus on the structural and functional aspects of the system
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in order to model it effectively. Figure A1 depicted this structure to portray how this study established the model’s basic layers. At the
top of the inverse-tree structure form, the model has a workspace level followed by the lower model parameter levels, including each
study’s equipment and leak levels.
The reference height of 1.796 m (i.e., height-of-interest) was selected as the plane the receptors detect and perceive the
odourant. The basis of this height is the average height of Canadian males in 1980 (Roser, Appel & Richie, 2019).
Figure A1. Screen capture of Phast™ multi-level inverse-tree structure for the C4H10 and H2S odour dispersion model (DNV GL AS,
2021, August 4).
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Table A1. The Phast™ model development details.

Phast™ scenario models parameters set to account for the PROS areas production system

Dialogue Screen
Calculations and
messages tab

Selected Attributed
Default calculation
settings > Default
weather folder

Model Dialogue Screen and Model Layer Names
1) The workplace model layer
Set parameter
Additional Notes: or explanations
Weather folder

This study used Phast™’s default weather parameter set, which supported the goal of developing a
conservative scenario to model the dispersion of odourants downwind of the tank’s vent.

User-defined, this parameter set was developed by Suncor Energy Inc. to be used in their
consequence analyses in northern Alberta oil sands operations. The other attribute fields in this tab
Default calculation
Calculations and
remained as-is from the software default settings. Suncor used different thresholds of concern
settings > Default Suncor Parameter set
messages tab
when it developed its parameter set. Suncor’s thresholds are typically more conservative than
Parameter Set
Phast™’s default parameter set (Christopher Wells, personal communication, August 11, 2021;
Suncor Energy Inc.; 2020a; Suncor Energy Inc.; 2020b).
Note: the workplace model layer was titled C4H10 and H2S odour dispersion model (Nagata, 2003)
2) The study model layer
Dialogue Screen Selected Attributed
Set parameter
Additional Notes: or explanations
This parameter was selected due to the rigorous calculations used in the model feature and good
engineering practices by choosing a more refined model when you have access to them. The multiModelling of mixtures
multi-component with
> Multi or pseudocomponent features use binary and proper equations of state with the ideal gas law, whereas the
Material tab
a single aerosol
component modelling
pseudo-component features do not use these aspects (Christopher Wells, personal communication,
October 25, 2021).
This research study did not expect any rainout scenario, which would affect liquid pooling; thus,
there was no need to consider any bund in the model. Also, the model reported back that no
Terrain and bund
rainout was detected during the running of the model. As a side note, a bund is a term to mean an
earthen berm or metal wall surrounding a production storage tank(s) that provides secondary
Bund, building and definition > Type of
Concrete, no bund
terrain tab
pool substrate and
containment should the stored fluids be released unintentionally from the tank structure and
bunds
associated piping. Industry professionals used the term secondary containment system (See the
definition in Direction 055: Storage Requirements for the Upstream Petroleum Industry
(December 2001).
Note: the study model layer was titled n-butane (C4H10) odour study (Nagata, 2003) and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) odour study (Nagata, 2003)
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Phast™ scenario models parameters set to account for the PROS areas production system

Dialogue Screen
Material tab
Material tab

Selected Attributed
Material > Material
Material > Material
to track

Material tab

Material > Mass
investory

Material tab

Phase > Specified
condition

Material tab

Phase > Temperature

Material tab

Phase > Pressure
(gauge)
Release location >
Elevation

Model Dialogue Screen and Model Layer Names
3) The equipment model layer
Set parameter
Additional Notes: or explanations
Mixture (Original) See section six below with comments.
1) n-Butane
The study selected two odourants, as explained in Subsection 3.1.7.
2) Hydrogen Sulphide
This study added 1000-kg of the odourant to support the steady-state model. Achieving a steadystate was deemed important in order to demonstrate a conservative (i.e., worst-case) scenario of
each odourant. Some brief sensitivity analysis was conducted regarding mass, which determined
that 100-kg would not reach the steady-state flow regime and 10,000-kg did not result in the
1000-kg
steady-state concentration contours boundaries increasing in their detected size. The mixture’s
mass was established in the Materials tab rather than using its volume in the tank, as mass is
conserved where volume is not conserved (Christopher Wells, personal communication, August
11, 2021).
The Three Creeks and Reno field had an operating temperature that was implemented to assist oil
Pressure/temperature
companies in processing and handling the produced fluids (AER, 2014a).
In this research study, the inlet-produced fluids are approximately 30°C (Andersen et al., 2015).
Each heavy-oil operator in the PROS areas heats their produced fluids to a temperature ranging
from 70 to 85 degrees Celcius (Porter & Pagé, 2013). This study selected 80°C to model. No
80°C
sensitivity analysis was conducted with this variable, given its wide use in the Three Creeks and
Reno fields.
6.9 kPa
This study modelled a pressure gauge value of 6.9 kPa (1.0 pounds per square inch gauge) or 40
(1 psig)
% of the pressure design requirement. This select pressure gauge value also appears reasonable
3

A standard 12F 400 bbl (64-m ) petroleum storage tank was found to be 20 feet tall with a 3-inch
vent for a total of 20.25 feet (6.1722-m).
This study used Phast™’s horizontal parameter direction rather than vertical given that tanks often
Direction > Outdoor
attached elbow vents to prevent rain from egressing into the tank. A 90° elbow was envisioned
Scenario tab
Horizontal
release direction
when setting this parameter; rather than alternative vent orientations, 90° elbow appeared
reasonable for the selected API industry tanks.
Dispersion scope > C4H10 @ 1200-ppm The study selected two odourants, as explained in Subsection 3.1.7. The study used Nagata
Dispersion tab
concentration of H2S @ 0.00041-ppm (2003) as the basis of the odour threshold concentration.
Note: the equipment model layer was titled pressure vessel (C4H10 1200 ppm) and pressure vessel (H2S 0.00041 ppm)
Scenario tab

6.1722-m
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Phast™ scenario models parameters set to account for the PROS areas production system
Model Dialogue Screen and Model Layer Names
4) The leak model layer
Dialogue Screen Selected Attributed
Set parameter
Additional Notes: or explanations
Hole > Orifice
The study selected an industry standard for tank vent, given the use of a standard 12F 400 bbl
Scenario tab
76.2-mm
diameter
petroleum storage tank.
Note: the leak model layer was titled tank vent (C4H10 1200 ppm) and tank vent (H2S 0.00041 ppm)
5) The Weather Parameters Set Dialogue Screen
Dialogue Screen Selected Attributed
Set parameter
Additional Notes: or explanations
The surface wind speed was selected as 1.5-m/s with Pasquill’s air stability class of F, which
Weather folder
denoted a stable atmospheric turbulence during a nighttime setting.
Weather category
1.5/F
(default)
This weather parameter is the most conservative used in the model as the odourant will disperse
further than the other select weather categories.
The surface wind speed was selected as 1.5-m/s with Pasquill’s air stability class of D, which
denoted a neutral atmospheric turbulence during a nighttime or daytime setting, with varying
Weather folder
Weather category
1.5/D
degrees of cloud cover for each setting.
(default)
This weather parameter is also conservative; this air stability class is less stable than the F air
stability class.
Weather folder
Weather category
5/D
The surface wind speed was selected as 5-m/s with Pasquill’s air stability class of D.
(default)
6) The Materials Parameters Set Dialogue Screen
Dialogue Screen Selected Attributed
Set parameter
Additional Notes: or explanations
The tank mixture was created to simplify and promote a conservative (i.e., worst-case) scenario
Physicall properties User-defined > New
regarding the dispersion of the odourant downwind of the tank’s vent. The mass amount for the
system > Materials > Mixture Created > Mass Amount
mixture was set for each specific odourant at:
Mixture
Sour n-Butane
H2S - 0.00340819
C4H10 - 58.11758766
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Phast™ scenario models parameters set to account for the PROS areas production system

Dialogue Screen

Selected Attributed

Types of terrain for
dispersion > Land

User-defined

Model Dialogue Screen and Model Layer Names
7) The Map Parameters Set Dialogue Screen
Set parameter
Additional Notes: or explanations
The surface roughness was manually updated to reflect the terrain features observed at the odour
complaint location of its closest producing production system, as explained in Subsection 3.1.9.
175 mm
Phast™ explained that the surface roughness length reflects 1/30 effective average height of
protuberances over the terrain” (Phast™ help for the Dispersing surface tab section ).

*Notes:
- Phast™’s Effects Parameters Set Dialogue Screen was not used as consequence analysis associated with fire and explosion were not considered in the study.
- Model results were captured in Section 4.4. and the analysis and discussion in Section 5.4.
- Some model parameter settings repeat with different levels. This research study will only capture these parameter settings in the inverse-tree structure’s higher levels.
References
- Porter, R. & Pagé, T. (2013). Expert Opinion - Monitoring and Characterization of Odour Sources (Report No: 1537_40012_1_00)(1769924- Suncor Energy Inc., (2020a). Operational Excellence And Technical Services: Consequence analysis and facility siting standard (SUN-00052 [CTS-2110]). Calgary,
- Suncor Energy Inc., (2020b). Enterprise Technical Services: Consequence analysis and facility siting standard: Simple and moderate deterministic evaluation
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Appendix B – The Complaint—Master Data Spreadsheet
Table B1. The Complaint—Master Data Spreadsheet development details.
Field ID

Field Name

Column A
Compliant #
Column B Oil Sands Field Name

Example of Field Data

Field Units

C-1
Reno Field

C + # Count
Strike Name

Column C

Complaint Location

13-09-079-20W5M

Column D

Complaint date

07/03/2012

Column E Complaint date - Day
Complaint date Month
Column G Complaint date - Year
Column F

Tue

Source

Additional Notes: or explanations

User-defined This attribute was created to support data collection and referencing.
AER
The AER created each oil sands' field name and its boundaries.
The location used the Dominion Land Survey (DLS) system, as explained in
LSD
AER
Subsection 3.1.2.
MM/DD/YYY Abadata™ Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
Day of the
Abadata™ Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
week

Jul

Month

Abadata™

Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.

2012

Year

Abadata™

AER List

Abadata™

Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
The odour complaints dataset included only the following compliant types in the
study datasheet:
•Odours-H2S (hydrogen sulphide gas) odour complaints,
•Odours-Other odour complaints,
•Odours-SO2 (sulphur dioxide gas) odour complaints,
•Odours-THC (total hydrocarbons) odour complaints, and
•Operational Impacts-Nuisances odour complaints
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.

Column H

Compliant concern

Odours-THC

Column I
Column J
Column K
Column L
Column M

Incident No.
Odour cause
Licensee
Licence No.
Facility type

Column N

Comments

20121416
Unknown
Unknown
F17047
Crude Bitumen Group
Co-op natural gas
pipeline nearby

Year + #count Abadata™
AER List
Abadata™
AER List
Abadata™
AER List
Abadata™
AER List
Abadata™
Text

User-defined User-defined noted concerning aspect of the captured data.
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Field ID

Field Name
Land type around
odour compliant
location

Example of Field Data

Field Units

88

Source

Additional Notes: or explanations

This data field was created by studying the Aerial photographs and satellite
Column O
Cultivated / Farmland
List
User-defined images, using Abadata™, which involved looking at each odour complaint
location individually and assigning a land type manually.
This field attribute captured the distance in kilometres from the complaint to the
nearest production system location. Care was taken to ensure gas production
Distance to the closest
was in the same time frame as the registered complaint. If this type of data set is
Column P
2.77
km
User-defined
production system
used in the future, quality assurance should be completed to obtain a valid
comparison of producing production systems. An error was identified while using
Abadata™ in this data field, as explained in Section 5.2.1.
This field was created to assist in the organization of the production system data in
Field acronym
Column Q Production system No.
RO-8
User-defined
+ # Count
the Three Creeks and Reno fields
This data field was created by studying the Aerial photographs and satellite
Land type around the
Column R
Cultivated/Farmland
List
User-defined images, using Abadata™, which involved looking at each production system
production system
individually and assigning a land type manually.
The legal survey report documented the distance from the production system to
Distant to closest
the nearest dwelling, As required by s. 7.8.1 of Directive 056: Energy
Column S
0.7
km
Legal Survey
receptor
Development Applications and Schedules. An error was introduced in this data
field, as explained in Section 5.2.1.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. The well licence number used
Column T
Well licence No.
400885
AER List
Abadata™
to select the used legal survey used in Columns S and U.
Number of wells
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. This field is associated with
Column U
2
# Count
Abadata™
associated with PR#
the production report (PR#).
The attribute captured the calculated average daily gas production flow rate for
Calculating average
3
Column V
2490
User-defined the noted production system per the production month the odour complaint was
m /d
daily gas flow rates
reported.
The attribute captured the calculated average daily gas production flow rate for
Calculating average
3
Column W
0.0288
User-defined the noted production system per the production month the odour complaint was
m /s
daily gas flow rates
reported.
* Abadata™ denoted the following two references in the research study Abadata™ (2016) and Abadata 2.0™ (2016).
**AER denoted the Alberta Energy Regulator (www.aer.ca)
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Appendix C – The Facilities and Wells Data Spreadsheet
Table C1. The Facilities and Wells Data Spreadsheet development details.
Field ID

Field Name

Column A Production system No.
Column B

Production system
name

Example of Field Data
TC-118
BYTX HARMON
VALY W 09-04-8419W5 PAD

F-40988

Field Units
Field acronym
+ # Count
Text

AER List

Source
Userdefined

Additional Notes: or explanations
This attribute was created to support data collection and referencing to the
datasheet in Appendix A.

Abadata™ Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.

Column C

Licence No.

Abadata™

Column D

EDCT code Name

Column E

Reporting facility ID
code

ABBT0110636

AER List

Abadata™

Column F

Production system
surface location

09-04-084-19 W5

LSD

Abadata™

Column G

Well ID (UWI)

100/08-03-084-19W5/2

UWI

Abadata™

CRUDE BITUMEN
MULTIWELL GROUP MM/DD/YYY Abadata™
BATTERY

Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
The following facility types were included for this study:
•Crude Bitumen Multiwell Group Battery,
•Crude Bitumen Multiwell Proration Battery,
•Crude Bitumen Single-well Battery,
•In-situ Oil Sands Battery,
•Multiwell Bitumen Battery, and
•Single well Bitumen Battery.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. The AER created the EDCT
codes and names to differentiate the facility licence granted, as explained in
Directive 056: Energy Development Applications and Schedules .
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. An AER reporting code(s)
associated with production reporting to the Government of Alberta relating to a
production system.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. The location used the
Dominion Land Survey (DLS) system to locate the production system, as
explained in Subsection 3.1.2.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. UWI was explained in
Appendix 2 of Directive 059: Well Drilling and Completion Data Filing
Requirements.
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Field ID

Field Name

Example of Field Data

Field Units

Column H

Well licence No.

404972

AER List

Column I

Well name

BAYTEX S730 HZ
SEAL 8-3-84-19

Text

90
Source

Additional Notes: or explanations
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. The well licence number was
Abadata™
used to source the monthly measured volumetric gas production data.
Abadata™ Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.

Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER, which was reflected in the
production report.
Column K
Licensee
Baytex Energy Inc.
AER List
Abadata™ Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER.
UserColumn L
Compliant #
C-49 to C-91
C + # Count
This attribute was created to support data collection and referencing.
defined
This field attribute captured the distance in kilometres from the complaint to the
nearest production system location. Care was taken to ensure gas production
Distance to the closest
Userwas in the same time frame as the registered complaint. If this type of data set is
Column M
3.32
km
production system
defined used in the future, quality assurance should be completed to obtain a valid
comparison of producing production systems. An error was identified while using
Abadata™ in this data field, as explained in Section 5.2.1.
The legal survey report documented the distance from the production system to
Distant to closest
the nearest dwelling, As required by s. 7.8.1 of Directive 056: Energy
Column N
1.5
km
Legal survey
receptor
Development Applications and Schedules. An error was introduced in this data
field, as explained in Section 5.2.1.
* Abadata™ denoted the following two references in the research study Abadata™ (2016) and Abadata 2.0™ (2016).
**AER denoted the Alberta Energy Regulator (www.aer.ca)
Column J Well operational status

DRL&C

AER List

Abadata™
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Appendix D – The Production Reports
The assessment details for the the Production Reports using Figure D1 and Table D1. Figure D1 depicts an example of a
portion of a well’s production report, with gas production being the focus as it was accumulated at the production system of interest
(red shading). Table C1 documents the structural and functional information of the production report noted in Figure D1. Each
subsequent month begins with next available columns in the production report from AbaData™ (2016) and AbaData 2.0™ (2016):
Figure D1. Partial screen capture of a well’s measured volumetric production report (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016).
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Table D1. The Production Reports (AbaData™, 2016; AbaData 2.0™, 2016) assessment details.
Field ID

Field Name

Example of Field Data

Field Units

Source

Additional Notes: or explanations

Column B

Well Id

102/04-23-079-20W5/0

UWI

Abadata™

Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. UWI is explained in Appendix
2 of Directive 059: Well Drilling and Completion Data Filing Requirements.

Column C

License #

0401021

AER List

Abadata™

Column D

Fluid

Gas

AER List

Abadata™

Column E

Year

2012

Year

Abadata™

Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. The well licence number was
used to source the monthly measured volumetric gas production data.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. Gas was the fluid type used in
this study.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. In at least one calendar
month for the year, the report denoted the well's production per year relative to
the noted fluid for the Well Id.
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. This information represented
the number of hours the well produced the associated fluid volume in the noted
month and year for the Well Id.

Prod Hours for
Column F month of January for
261
hours
Abadata™
the noted year
Volume for the
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. This information represented
3
Column H month January for
29.5
Abadata™
m /month
the associated fluid volume in the noted month and year for the well Id.
the noted year
Daily Prod for the
Abadata™ sourced the information from the AER. This information represented
3
Abadata™
Column I month January for
2.71
m /day
the calculated average daily flow rate in the noted month and year for the well Id.
the noted year
* Abadata™ denoted the following two references in the research study Abadata™ (2016) and Abadata 2.0™ (2016).
**AER denoted the Alberta Energy Regulator (www.aer.ca)

